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Nuclear transparency for incoherent rea! and virtua! photoproduction of vector mesons о!т 
nuclei depends crucially оп the interp!ay ofthe initial state and [шal state interactions. We develop 
а consistent description of initial state and fша! state interactions based оп the coup!ed-channel 
multiple-scattering theory. We present the detailed predictions for incoherent production of the 
88 and се mesons. The onset of initial state interactions is controlled Ьу the production length 
1 р. and we fmd strong variations of nuclear transparency when 1 р rises with епеф and becomes 
comparable to the radius ofthe target nucleus RA. For the S8 mesons the regime of lp '" RA 
corresponds to precisely the kinematical range ofthe HERA-HERМES experiment. whereas for 
the се mesons the same condition will ье met at the electron-nucleus collider ENC at GSI. In 
spite оС the subasymptotic values оС Q2 and v. we fmd а сотр!ех pattem оС colour transparency 
induced effects whose ехрефnепtal study тау provide information оп several issues relevant to 
the understanding of QCD. both in the perturbative and nonperturbative regimes. 
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1. INТRODUCTION 

The colour transparency (СТ) рЬепоmепоп in diffractive exclusive virtual photoproduction 
qf vector mesons off nuclear targets Ьш recently attracted muсЬ attention [1-8]. ТЬе Q2_ 
dependence ofthe size ofthe initial qij fluctuation ofthe virtual photon makes the measurements 
of the nuclear transparency in these reactions а unique tool for probing the colour-dipole 
cross section which plays а fиndamental role in the 10w-x physics [9-11]. ТЬе. measurements 
of nuclear transparency in vector mesons electroproduction mау also give ап important 
information оп the spatial wave fиnction of vector mesons [4]. ТЬе predictions [4,5] for СТ 
effects at asymptotic energies Ьауе Ьееп confirmed in the Е665 muоп scatterii1g experiment 
at FERMILAВ, although the statistical accuracy of the Е665 data was limited [12]. МuсЬ 
more accurate dataon nuclear transparency in virtual photoproduction of vector mesons will 
Ье obtained in the forthcoming high-luminosity experiments at CEBAF and HERA (HERMES 
collaboration). In these experiments the energy will Ье rather 10w, which makes а thorough 
theoretical analysis of СТ effects at subasymptotic energies а topical issue. 

Virtual photons are produced in the scattering of electrons (muons), and nuclear 
transparency for virtual photoproduction and the photon energy v and virtuality Q2 is defined as 

1 du(e + А --+ е' + А* + V) 
ТА = - --:--'---:-::----:--:-:---::-:'-

А du(e + N --+ е' + N + V) , 
(1) 

where А is the mass number of the target nucleus. In the incoherent production off the 
nucleus the nuclear cross section is summed over all the excited and nuclear break-up states 
А * excluding production of secondary particles (mesons). In the single incoherent rescattering 
approximation, the reaction mechanism сап Ье viewed as а formation and propagation of the 
projectile wave packet, the incoherent (quasi-elastic) scattering ofwhich offthe bound пuсlеоп 
produces the ejectile wave packet which propagates through the nucleus and forms the observed 
final state vector meson V. ТЬе nuclear transparency сап Ье written as 

(2) 

Here nA(r) is the nuclear density, q is the transverse momentum transfer, Si(r) and S/(r) are 
the evolution operators describing the coherent initial-state interaction (ISI) of the projectile 
and final-state interaction (FSI) of the ejectile in а nucleus, respectively, j (q) is the scattering 
matrix which describes the projectil~-to-ejectile diffractive transiti~ns in interaction оп а free 
пuсlеоп. ТЬе evolution operators Вц and the scattering rnatrix f in Eq. (1) act in а space 
including both the hadronic states and the photon state. ТЬе physical meaning ofthe numerator 
in the integrand of (2) is obvious: it is the cross section of the one-fold incoherent interaction 
with а bound пuсlеоп, modified Ьу the intranuclear coherent ISI ofthe projectile and FSI ofthe 
ejectile, the numerator is the photoproduction cross section оп а free писlеоп. Equation (1) is 
valid at q2 ;s 1/ В, where В is the diffraction slope for photoproduction оп а free nucleon, when 
the rnany-fold incoherent r«spatterings in а nuclear medium сап Ье neglected. For incoherent 
diffractive scattering of hadt'ons off nuclei at subasymptotic energies, the counterpart of Eq. (2) 
has Ьееп derived in [13], for the first application to ап evaluation of СТ effects in the charge 
exchange of pions off nuclei at asymptotic energies see [14]. 
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То the leading order in the fme-structure constant ает = 1/137, the intennediate state 
decomposition of the matrix element (VIS /(r)i(q)Si(r)I'Y*) which enters Eq. (2) is given Ьу 

h h,h' 

where Ih), Ih') are the intennediate hadronic states and we have taken into account that to 
leading order in ает опе сап set ('Y*ISil'Y*) = 1. The first tenn in the decomposition (3) 
describes the incoherent scattering at the level of production of the intennediate state I h) at 
the electromagnetic interaction vertex and is described Ьу the amplitude (hlil'Y*)' The ISI 
effects are present оn1у in the second tenn, in which the incoherent scattering takes place at 
the level of intennediate states Ih) and Ih') and is described Ьу the amplitude (h'lilh). The 
coherency properties of ISI of the projectile and FSI of the ejectile in virtual photoproduction 
of vector mesons are characterized Ьу the two different length scales. For the ISI the relevant 
scale is а length of production of the qij pair Ьу the virtual photon, 

21/ 
[р '" Q2 + mtт ' (4) 

while for the FSI the relevant scale is а length of formation of the wave function, of the final 
vector meson, 

(5) 

where mv,v' are the masses ofthe IS and 2S vector mesons [1,2]. 
The strength ofthe ISI effects critically depends оп the value ofthe ratio lp/RA, where 

RA is the nucleus radius. At а sufficiently small епещу and/or large Q2 when [р «: RA, the 
off-diagonal matrix element (hISil'Y*) is suppressed due to the large longitudinal momentum 
transfer, '" l/lp, in the coherent 'У* -+ qij transition. As а result, the second tenn in Eq. (2) 
related to the ISI сап ье neglected. In this case the nuclear effects are exhausted Ьу the FSI, 
which in its tum depends crucially оп the value ofthe ratio lF/RA. In Ref. [2] this regime 
for сё vector meson photoproduction was considered within the Green's function approach 
to FSI. This technique was further used. in Ref. [8] for evaluation of nuclear transparency in 

. 80S vector meson electroproduction for energy region of the future experiments at СЕВАР. At 
[р .::::. RA .the ISI and FSI must ье taken into account оп the same footing. In the limit of 
high energy, when [р,р » RA, the ISI and FSI absorption effects сап Ье evaluated within the 
frozen-size approximation for propagation of the qij f1uctuation of the virtual photon through 
nuclear medium [2]. The intennediate energy region when [р,р are comparable with the nucleus 
size is the most complicated for evaluation of СТ effects. In Ref. [3] ап approximate fonnula 
for nuclear transparency interpolating between the high and low energy regimes was obtained 
within the two-channel model. For the reason of relatively weak nuclear attenuation in the J /ЧJ 
photoproduction, this interpolation fonnula works well and the theoretical results of Ref. [3] 
agree with the experimental data of NM С collaboration [15]. А more rigorous treatment of СТ 
effects at [р,р '" RA is highly desirable because the kinematical conditions in the СЕВАР and 
HERA-HERMES experiments оп production of light vector mesor.s correspond precisely to 
this situation. In the епещу range ofthe electron-nucleus collider ENC which is being planned 
at GSI, опе will encounter the case of [р '" R A in the production ofthe J/'f1, 'Р' mesons off 
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nuclei. (At much higher energies of HERA operating in the electron-nucleus c611ider mode, 
опе will have the asymptotic situation of lр, lр » RA , which requires а separate analysis.) 
Тhe theoretical basis for evaluation of СТ etТects without restrictions оп the values of 1 Р,Р is the 
Glauber-Gribov coupled-channel multiple-scattering theory (CCMST) [16, 17]. The formalism 
of CCMSr alIows to take into account both the evolution and absorption etТects in propagation 
of the projectile state through nuclear medium. 

The interplay of the ISI and FSI etТects is important also in ditТractive hadroproduction 
otТ nuclei. Because in hadronic interactions опе always has lр ~ lр, the ISI and FSI etТects 
cannot Ье separated. The virtuality ofthe photon, Q2, which сап easily Ье varied experimentally 
in а broad range, gives ап important handle оп the values of lр and the strength of ISI, which 
makes the real and virtual photoproduction of vector mesons а unique testing ground of the 
coherency properties of ditТractive production otТ nuclei. In the present paper we perform the 
CCMST analysis of СТ etТects in ф, ф' and J j'P, 'Р' electroproduction. 

2. ТНЕ ISI AND FSI EVOLUТION OPERATORS IN ТНЕ COUPLED-CНANNEL 
МULТIРLЕ-SСАТТЕRING FORМALISM 

We use for evaluation of the ISI and FSI evolution operators Вц ап extension of the 
formalism previously developed [18] for calculation FSI etТects in nuclear transparency for 
quasi-elastic А(е, е'р) scattering. As in the case of the FSI evolution operator for the ejectile 
state in (е, е'р) scattering, the operators Bi and В! within CCMST сап Ье written in z-ordered 
operator exponential form 

8,(,) = Р. ехр [-~ 1 ~Щ - ,)пА(Ь, о] , 

8/(,) = Лехр [-~ 1 d,щ - z)nA(b,o] , 

(6) 

(7) 

where r = (Ь, z), Pz is z-ordering operator. The matrix elements of the z-dependent operator 
8-(z) are connected with the ditТraction scattering matrix at q = О: 

(il8-(z)l]) = -iexp(ik;jz)(il](q = 0)1]), (8) 

here kij is the longitudinal momentum transfer related to transition iN -+ j N [17], 

т2 _т2 
kij =' J 

2/1 
(9) 

mi and ту are the masses ofthe states li) and Ij) and for the virtual photon т;. = _Q2. The 
exponential phase factor in Eq. (8) results [roт the ditТerence between the phases for the plane 
waves describing the states li) and Ij) after propagating the distance z. It is easy to check that 
the whole phase factors, which the operators (6) and (7) yield in the case ofarbitrary sequences 
of intermediate states for transitions "у* -+ h and h -t V, coincide with the phase factors which 
сап Ье obtained Ьу solving the set of the coupled-channel wave equations. 
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For the пuтепса! calcu!ations it is convenient to treat in (6) and (7) the off-diagona! part 
~f matrix 8'(z) as а perturbation. Then we сап represent the matrix e!ements of the operators 
Si,j(r) in the form of the v-fo!d off-diagonal rescatterings series 

00 

(hIS;(r)I'Y*) = L:(hIS~")(r)I'Y*), (10) 
,,=, 
00 

(VISt(r)lh) = L:(Vlsj")(r)lh) , (11) 
,,=0 

where 

(hIS~I)(b, z)I'Y*) = -~СТh'' exp(ik,'hZ) Х 

х j dZ'nA (Ь, z,) ехр [ikh,. Z, - ~t(b, z, Z')CТhh ] , (12) 

-00 

Z 

Х J dz"nA(b,z,,)exp [ikhiv_,Z" - ~t(b,z,Z,,)CТhh] Х 
-00 

ZV 

Х J dz"_'nA(b,z,,_,)exp [ikiV_liV_2z,,-г~t(Ь'Z"'Z"-')СТiv_'iv_,]'" Х 
-00 

Z2 

Х J dZ'nA(b,z,)exp [iki"'Z' - ~t(b,Z2,Z')CТi,il]' v ~ 2, (13) 
-00 

(VISjO)(b, z)lh) = БVh ехр [- ~t(b, 00, Z)CТVV] , (14) 

00 

х ехр [iki'hZ, - ~t(b, z" Z)CТhh] J dZ2nA (Ь, Z2) ехр [iki2i, Z2- ~t(b, Z2, Z')CТi'i'] ... х 
Z, 

00 

х J dz"nA(b,z,,)exp [ikViv_,Z" - ~t(b,oo,z,,)cтvv], v ~ 1. (15) 

ZV_1 

Here cт: k = CТik - бikСТii, the matrix 8' is connected with the forward diffraction scattering 
matrix, j(q = О) d: i8', and t(b, Z2, z,) = JZ2 dZnA(b, z) is the partia! optical thickness. z, 
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The ISI and FSI evolution operators comprise the two effects: the first сап ье called the 
nuclear filtering of the projectile and ejectile wave packets due to the difference of attenuation 
factors ехр[ -(1j2)t(b, z2,.z\)aii], the second is thespace-time evolution of these wave packets 
caused Ьу the off-diаgШlаl coherent rescatterings in а nuclear mediunf. The first order ISI term 
(hIB~I)(b, zJI'i'*) of Е9.. (12~ and zerotlf order FSI term (VlsjO)(b, z)lh) of Eq. О 1) d~scribe 
the conventional Glauber ISI and FSI absorption, respectiv.ely. In this Glauber approximation, 
only the nuclear filtering effects are included. The terms (13) and (15) give coiтections to 
the· ISI and FSI connected with the off-diagonal rescatterings of the intermediate hadronic 
states in nuclear medium and describe the space-time ~volution of the projectile and ejectile 
wave packets caused Ьу the intranuclear interactions. It is precisely the oscillating exponential 
phase factors in Eqs. (13) and (15) which lead to а suppression of the contributions of the 
off-diagonal inelastic intermediate states at low energies of the virtual photon. Notice, that 
th.e аЬоуе discussed suppression of the ISI at lp ;5 RA is also connected with the oscillating 
exponential phase factor exp(ikh,'Z\) in the integrand in Eq. (12). Equations (2), (10}-(15) 
.form the basis for numerical evaluation of nuclear transpar~ncy in incoherent vector mesons 
electroproduction in the framework of CCMST. 

3. CALCULATION OF ТНЕ DIFFRACТION SСАТТЕRING МATRIX 

The ISI and FSI operators Вц describing the evolution of the qij state as it propagates 
through nucleus depend critically оп the form of the diffraction matrix. In our analysis we 
describe the qij states in the nonrelativistic oscillator model. ТЬеп, assuming the dominance 
of the Pomeron exchange the diffraction matrix elements aik сап ье written as 

(16) 

where Р is the transverse size of the qij pair, 'l'i,k(P, z) are the wave functions describing the 
qij states, and а(р) is the dipole cross section describing the interaction of the qij pair with а 
nucleon. We need also the matrix element for the diffraction excitation of the virtual photon 
into qij state оп the free nucleon. Following Ref. [2] we use the perturbative qij light-cone 
wave function of the virtual photon [~]andwritethe matrix elements (iIUI'i'*) in the form 

~ilul'i'*) = л J d2pdz'l'i(p,z)a(p)Ko(f-р)ехр (- ~:), (17) 

where 

(18) 

m q is the quark mass, Ко(х) is the modified Besse( function, d = lj2mq , л is а normalization 
coefficient which is immaterial for the evaluation of nuclear transparency. The formula (14) 
yields the diffraction amplitude for transition of the virtual photon into qij state with the sum 
of quark helicities equal to the photon helicity [2]. This amplitude dominates for production 
of the nonrelativistic qij states andjor for moderately Iarge Q2 ;5 m~ considered in the present 
paper. 

In our analysis we restrict ourselves to calculation of nuclear transparency at srnall 
momentum transfer. Then, we сап use Eqs. (16) and (17) for calculation ofthe scattering matrix 
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f entering the numerator and denominator in the integrand of Eq. (2). At small momentum 
transfer, rescatterings of the qij stat~ оп nucleons do not change the projection of its orbital 
momentum оп z-axis. As а result, in the oscillator model the intermediate qij states emerging 
in the coupled-channel {ormalism are exhausted Ьу the transverse excitations of qij system 
with zero value of the azimuthal quantum number. ТЬе masses of these qij states entering the 
formula (9) for longitudinal momentum transfer сап ье written as ffii = то + 2iwq , here wq 

is the оsсiПаtог frequency. For the oscillator frequencies of the вв and сё systerns we ше the 
values W s = (тф, - тф)/2 = 0.33 GeV and Wc = (т"" - ffiJ/",)/2 = 0.3 GeV. For the quark 
masses we take ffi s = 0.5 GeV and те = 1.5 GeV. 

ТЬе form of the diffraction matrix is sensitive to the p-dependence of the dipole cross 
section, ТЬе available experimental data оп the structure function Р2 а! low х and the crbss 
sections of vector mcson electroproduction off nucleon сап ье described Ьу representing the 
dipole cross section as а sum of the energy dependent perturbative and the energy independent 
nonperturbative components [11]. The energy dependence of the perturbative part of (т(р) 
generated Ьу the higher Fock-states is govemed Ьу the generalized BFKL equation [19]. ТЬе 
analysis of СТ effects at high energy in the regime of large contribution to the dipole cross section 
.ofhigher Fock-siates requires an accurate treatment ofthe nuclear Шtеriпg effects for the many
body parton components ofthe projectile and ejectile. ТЬе interplay ofthe absorption effects for 
the different Fock-states тау Ье important for energy dependence of nuclear transparency in 
the limit lр .?> RA . In the present paper we restrict ourselves to evaluation of СТ effects 
at relatively small energies when. the higher Fock-states do not affect considerably nuclear 
transparency. We use for (Т(Р) the parameterization given Ьу the two-gluon exchange model 
of the pomeron [20,21] which gives the energy independent dipole cross-section 

( ) = 16 J d2k a:s(max(C / р, k»a:s(k) [1 - exp(ikp)] [1 - G2(k, -k)] 
(J' р 3 (k2 + {tg)2 ,(19) 

here G2(kl , k2) = (NI exp(~klrl + ik2r2)IN) is the two-quark formfactor of the nucleon, {tg is 
an effective gluon mass, and С.::::: 1.5 [9]. We calculated the dipole cross section making ше 
ofthe running and freezing coupling a:s(k) according to the prescription of Ref. [9]. ТЬе value 
of a:s was frozen at the momenta k ~ kfr = 0.7 GeY. At higher momenta the running a:s 
was calculated through the one-loop formu1a with ЛqСD = 0.3. As in Ref. [22], we use for 
the effective gluon mass value {tg = 0.17 GeV. ТЬе p-dependence of the dipole cross section 
calculated within the two-:gluon model is shown in Fig. 1. Calculation of (J' tot (7Г N) = (7Г I a-IJr ) 
with our parameterization of the dipole cross section reproduces the experimental value of the 
pion-nucleon total cross section in the ten-hundred GeV's energy region. 

The decrease of the dipole cross section (Т(Р) at perturbatively small р given Ьу the 
parameterization (19) agrees well with the behavior of the dipole cross section extracted recent1y 
from the eJl:perimental data оп the vector mesons electroproduction off the free nucleon for the 
range of dipole size р'" 0.2-1.5 fm [23]. ТЬе p-dependence of the dipole cross section given 
Ьу Eq. (19) was previously corroborated Ьу tru~ results of analysis of СТ effects in qиasi-elastic 
charge exchange reaction 7Г-А - 7ГО А' [14] and ofthe nuclear shadowing and diffraction cross 
section in deep inelastic s<;attering [9,24]. 

At this point, it must ье made clear that the аЬоуе choice of the gluon mass is oriented 
towards description of the nonperturbative part of the dipole cross section and {tg is а 
phenomenological parameter which must not ье taken at the face value. The analysis of low-x 
HERA data оп the structure function Р2 [11] within the generalized BFKL equation [19], and 
the nonperturbative evaluation of the gluon corre1ation radius [25] yield а clearcut evidence 
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Fig. 1. The dipole-size dependence of colour 
dipole cross sections ofpararneterizations (19) 
(the solid line) and (21) (the dashed line) 

in favour ofthe effective gluon mass '" 0.75 GeV. ТЬе value of JLg used in the present paper 
does not affect the dipole cross section at perturbatively small р <t: 1/ JLg, but it provides 
а viable parameterization of the experimenta1 information оп the dipole cross section in the 
serniperturbative and nonperturbative regions of larger р, which really cannot ье described in 
the perturbative QCD. 

Мaking use of the parameterization (19) for (У(р), with the above set of the quark masses and 
the oscillator frequencies we find the following total cross sections of interaction of the vector 
mesons with the free nucleon: fYtоt(фN) :::::: 16 тЬ, fYtot(ф' N) :::::: 24.5 тЬ, fYtot(J/'f1N) :::::: 7.5 
тЬ and fYtot('f1' N) :::::: 14.5 тЬ. For the ratio (V(28)lo-l'У*) / (V(18)lo-l'У*) at Q2 = О we obtain 
the va1ues 0.186 and 0.49 for the 80S and сё mesons, respectively. Notice that the resulting ratio 
R(28/18) = (У('У* N -+ 'Р' N)/fY('Y* N -+ J/'f1N) :::::: 0.24 predicted for Q2 = О agrees well with 
the result ofthe NMC collaboration R(28/18) = 0.22±0.05 [26] and R(28/18) = 0.21±0.02 
from the Е687 collaboration [27]. 

In conclusion of this section it is appropriate to discuss the scanning рЬепотепоп and the 
effect of the nodal structure of the spatia1 wave fиnction of radially excited 28 vector mesons 
оп the amplitude of the transition 'У* -+ V(28). ТЬе transverse spatial qij wave fиnction of 
the virtиa1 photon, сх Ко (Ер), which enters the matrix element (17), decreases proportionally 

to ехр( -ЕР) at large р ~ I/Е.'" 1/ vm~ + Q2/4, see Eq. (19). Пuе to the vanishing of the 

dipole cross section at р = О, the typica1 size of the qij pair dominating in the matrix element 
(17), so called scanning radius TS [4], tums out to ье considerably greater than the naively 

expected va1ue '" 1 / V m~ + Q2 /4 and is given Ьу 

6 
Ts:::::: -Г~=:=::::;;= 

y'Q2 + m~ 
(20) 

(here we put 2mq :::::: mv). At low Q2 the value of TS is close to the radius TV of the 18 state 
and to the position of the node, т n '" Tv, in the spatia1 wave fиnction of the radially excited 
28 vector mesons. Тhis leads to а considerable cancellation between the contributions to the 
amplitude (V(28)lo-l'У*) coming from the regions of large, р ~ Тno and small р ~ Тn , dipole 
size [3,28]. Precisely this cancellation is responsible for the above cited suppression ofthe cross 
section of photoproduction of 28 vector mesons as compared to 18 vector mesons. Sirnilar 
suppression of the production amplitude (V(n8)lo-l'У*) holds for higher states V(n8). ТЬе 
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effect is extremely strong for light vector mesons. For the diffraction amplitudes (V(2S)lul"Y*) 
for light vector mesons and at low Q2, опе mау have either the undercompensation scenario 
with dominance of the small р contribution, or the overcompensation scenario with dominance 
of the large р contribution. Which scenario is realized сап only Ье decided experimentally. То 
this end, the nuclear filtering effects affect drastically the cancellation between the contributions 
of the regions of large and small interquark distances to the 2В vector meson photoproduction 
amplitudes. ТЬе analysis of р' photoproduction in the frozen-size approximation appropriate 
in the ЬщЬ energy regime performed in Ref. [6] shows that the strong nodal effect for light 
2В vector mesons сап lead to ап anomalous А -dependence of nuclear transparency. ТЬе 

behaviour of nuclear transparency for light 2В vector mesons at low Q2 differs strongly for 
undercompensation and overcompensation scenarios. Within ош model for the dipole cross 
section and for the wave functions ofvector mesons, the undercompensation regime takes place 
in real photoproduction of the ф' and '11' оп the free nucleon at Q2 = О. In contrast to '11', 
for the ф' the compensation effect is very strong and at present the overcompensation regime 
for ф' photoproduction also cannot ье excluded. ТЬе recent analysis [23] of vector meson 
photoproduction оп free nucleon within the light-cone wave function formalism shows that for 
photoproduction of light 2В vector mesons Ьу the longitudinal photons the relativistic effects 
сап lead to the overcompensation scenario at low Q2. In order to illustrate the behaviour of 
nuclear transparency in the overcompensation scenario, we also compute nuclear transparency 
making for the parameterization of (т(р) in the form 

_ 2 crtоt(фN) 
(т(р) --, р (Фlр2 IФ) , (21) 

which enhances the large р contribution and leads to the overcompensation scenario for ф' 
photoproduction, although this parameterization is somewhat unrealistic in view ofthe avai1able 
experimental information оп the dipole cross section (т(р) analyzed in [23]. ТЬе поrmаПzаtiоп 
in (21) has Ьееп so chosen as to have approximatelythe same results fогТ(ф), while emphasizing 
the overcompensation effects in Т(ф'). 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

We performed ош numerical calculations for the region Q2 :5 2т~. ТЬе number of 
the included resonance qij states and the multiplicity of the off-diagonal rescatterings used 
in Eqs. (7)-( 12) were equal to 5 and 3, respectively. We checked that the contributions 
from higher excitations and rescatterings with v > 3 are negligible in the above region 
of Q2 even at high energies when the suppression of the higher mass states related to the 
longitudinal momentum transfer vanishes. ТЬе fact that in the above region of Q2 predictions 
of the CCMST are saturated Ьу the contribution of severallowest resonance qij states Ьш two 
connected reasons: the suppression of the diffraction matrix element (16) for transitions with 
large difference between the masses of the initial and final states, and the sirnilar suppression 
of matrix elements (17) for virtual photoexcitation of higher states I h) for the relatively large 
value of the scanning radius (20). 

In the present paper we focus оп predictions for nuclear transparency in ф, ф', J j'P and 'Р' 
virtual photoproduction оп the target nuclei 9Ве, 56Fe and 207рь. For the nuclear matter density 
in the target nucleus 9Ве we use the osci1lator shell model nuclear density with the osci1lator 
frequency adjusted to reproduce the experimental value of the root-mean-square radius of the 
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Fig.2. Predictions for nuclear transparency in incoherent production ofthe J /'P(IS) and 'Р' (2S) mesons 
off nuclei for the colour dipole cross section of Eq. (19). Тhe dot -dashed, dashed, solid and dot -dot -dashed 

curves are for Q2 =0, 5, 10 and 20 Gey2 , respectively 

charge distribution (T2):~; = 2.51 [т [29]. For the target nucleus 56Fe the parameterization 
of the nuclear density through а sum of Gaussians from Ref. [29] was used. For 207рь the 
Wood-Saxon parameterization of the nuclear density with parameters borrowed from [29] was 
used. 

ТЬе results obtained for the dipole cross section parameterized Ьу Eq. (19) are shown in 
Figs. 2 and 3. At low energies, the magnitude of nuclear transparencies ТА (Ф) and ТА (] /'Р) 
is controlled Ьу FSI attenuation of the ejectile. ТЬе decrease of ТА (Ф) and ТА (J /'Р) towards 
higher energies is due to the onset of attenuation for the ISI effects. ТЬе energy v at which 
ТА (ф) and ТА (] /'Р) start dropping is higher for larger Q2 and for heavier vector mesons, which 
nicely correlates with the condition lр ;::: RA, i.e., v ;::: RA(mt- + Q2) for the fully developed 
ISI. This ISI driven drop of nuclear transparency is preceded Ьу а rise of ТА (ф) and ТА (J /'Р) 
at lower energies. We shall comment more оп the origin of this rise below, when discussing 
the results for the Glauber approxirnation to the ISI and FSI operators shown below in Figs. 6 
and 7. ТЬе asymptotic values of ТА (ф) and ТА ( J /'Р) rise with Q2 which is the СТ effect. In 
the frozen size approximation, appropriate at high energies, this dirninishing attenuation derives 
from the decrease of the scanning radius TS with Q2, see Eq. (20). 
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Fig. 3. Predictions for nuclear transparency in incoherent production of the ф(IS) and ф'(2S) 
mesons otf nuclei for the colour dipole cross section of Eq. (19). Тhe dot-dashed, dashed, solid 

and dot-dot-dashed curves are for Q2 = 0,0.5,1.1) and 2.0 Gey2• respectively 

The preasymptotic rise of nuclear transparency is much stronger for the 28 vector mesons. 
Also for the 28 states the onset of ISI is followed Ьу the decrease of ТА (ф') and ТА ('1"') towards 
higher energies. At small Q2, when the scanning radius r s is larger and the node effect is 
stronger, both ТА(Ф') and ТА('Р') exhibit rapid Q2-dependence, faster than for ТА(Ф) and 
ТА (] /'1"), respectively. At much higher Q2, when the scanning radius r s is substantially smaller 
than the radius rv of the IS states, the role of the node effect diminishes and we shall find 
ТА(Ф') ~ ТА(Ф) and ТА('Р') ~ TA(J/'P) (for more discussion оп this point see [4]). Nuclear 
transparency for the 28 states reaches the тaxiтuт value in the regions 1/ ,....., 10-30 GeV for Ф' 
photoproduction and 1/ ,....., 50-150 GeV for '1'" photoproduction. Our results show that despite 
the inequality O'tot(V' N) > O'tot(V N), in the kinematical region studied the counterintuitive 
inequality TA(V(2S» > TA(V(IS» is predicted. For real ф' photoproduction (Q2 = О) we 
predict а considerable antishadowing effect. Of course, one must bear in minq that due to the 
аЬоуе discussed strong node effect in the ф' photoproduction the theoretical predictions for 
ТА(ф') at low Q2 are уету model-dependent. We consider the аЬоуе predictions for nuclear 
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Fig. 4. Predictions for the ratio of 
nuclear transparencies !J1 incoherent 
photoproduction of the J /Ч' otf Sn 
and С targets for ,the dipole cross 
section of Eq. (19) in comparison 
with the experiment.a1 data from the 
NMC тuоп scattering expeIiment. 
ТЬе ореп and fuH circles are for the 
тuоп energy 280 GeV and 200 GeV, 

respectively [15] 

transparency for the ф' photoproduction only as an iIlustration of the energy and Q2 -dependence 
ofnuclear transparency exp~cted for the undercompensation scenario. Notice that mt1ch ofthe 
interesting energy dependence of ТА(Ф) and ТА(Ф') takes place at energies v '" 10-30 GeV, 
which is precisely the kinematical range of the HERA-HERMES experiment. Similarly, the 
interesting variations ofTA (J/'f1) and TA ('f1') takes place at energies v '" 30-200 GeV, which 
are in the kinematic range of the ENC collider. 

In Fig. 4 we compare the theoretical predictions obtained for the dipole cross section (19) 
with the experimental data оп the ratio of nuclear transparencies for tin and carbon targets 
at Q2 = О [roт the NMC collaboration [15]. The agreement between theory and experiment 
is good. Here we would like to note that in the case of the energy dependence of the ratio 
Tsn(J /'f1)/Tc(J /'f1), the results obtained within the full CCMST turn out to Ье уесу close 
to the evaluation of the energy dependence [roт the approximate two-channel extrapolation 
formula for nuclear transparency suggested in [3]. 

In Figs. 5 and 6 we show the nuclear transparency obtained with the quadratic 
parameterization ofthe dipole cross section (21). As was stated аЬоуе, this parameterization was 
so devised as to enforce the overcompensation scenario and to have the negative amplitude for ,* -> ф' transition at low Q2. For the 'Р' production the undercompensation regime is retained. 
In the undercompensaiton scenario, nuclear transparency ТА (ф') decreases monotonously in 
the considered range of Q2. In the overcompensation scenario ТА (ф') rises with Q2 at low 
Q2, which is mostly due to the decrease of the denorninator in Eq. (2) with rising Q2. In ош 
simplified model in which we neglect the small real part of the pomeron amplitudes, ТА(ф') 
еуеп becomes infinite at а certain value of Q2 at which the denorninator in Eq. (2) vanishes 
and then decreases with Q2 following the pattern for the undercompensation regime. In а more 
realistic model, the infinity of ТА ( ф') is removed and опе will rather find а maximum in ТА ( ф') 
if one takes into account the nonzero real part of the amplitude for ,* -> ф' transition. We 
shall not dwell оп that and only wish to emphasize, that ап experimental observation of such а 
nonmonotonous Q2-dependence of ТА (ф') will Ье а clearcut evidence for the overcompensation 
scenario in ф' electroproduction. For the 1 S states, we find оnlу marginal changes of ТА (] /'f1) 
and ТА(Ф) [roт the ones shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the dipole cross section (19). For the 
J /'f1, Fig. 5 shows ап attenuation weaker than in Fig. 3 slightly, which is obvious from the fact 
that the dipole cross section (21) is smaller than the parameterization (19) in the region of р 
relevant for the J /'f1 production. The cross sections (19) and (21) differ substantially only at 
р ;::; 1 [т and the changes of ТА ('f1') from опе parameterization to another are also marginal. 
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Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 2, but for the dipole cross section of Eq. (21) 

The node effect is somewhat enhanced, though, and the inequality ТА ('1") > ТА (J /'1') 
becomes stronger, with ТА('I") еуеn reaching the antishadowing regime ofTA('I") for Q2 '" О. 
Finally, the СТ effect derives from the variation of а(р) with р. Because this variation is 
stronger for the parameterization (21), the Q2-dependence ofTA(J /'1') and ТА(Ф) in the high
energy regime of developed ISI is somewhat stronger for the parameterization (21) than for the 
parameterization (19), in particular for the ТА (ф), cf. Fig. 6 and Fig. 3. 

The rise of ТА (J /'1') and ТА (ф) with Q2 is the СТ effect, which in the framework of 
CCMST derives from the off-diagonal transitions h --+ h' --+ ... --+ V and in the ISI and FSI 
operators and from the interference of transitions "(* --+ V and "(* --+ h in the photoabsorption 
vertex. It is interesting to assess the relative importance of different off-diagonal transitions. 
In the most naive and unrealistic single-channel vector meson dorninance (VМD) model0ne 
aHows оnlу the "(* --+ V transitions in the photoabsorption vertex and the diagonal V --+ V 
transitions in the ISI and FSI operators. The energy dependence caused Ьу the onset of ISI is 
present еуеn in VМD, but it completely fails to describe the Q2-dependence ofphotoproduction 
оп the free nucleons, аН the СТ effects are 10st, and we skip а discussion of this unrealistic 
approximation. А more interesting case is when the ISI and FSI operators are approximated Ьу 
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Fig. 6. The same as Fig. 3, but for the dipole cross section of Eq. (21) 

the Glauber formulas (12) and (14). In such а simplified model, which we dub here the Glauber 
approximation, опе neglects the evolution of the ejectile and projectile wave packets caused 
Ьу the off-diagonal rescatterings. The retention of the interference of transitions "'(* --+ V and 
"'(* --+ h in the photoabsorption vertex gives the Q2-dependent projectile wave packet and the 
interference ofthe diagonal V --+ V and ofthe off-diagonal h --+ V transitions in the incoherent 
rescattering vertex allow а correct description of the Q2-dependence of the free nucleon cross 
section. The importance of off-diagonal transitions in the FSI operator is best seen from the 
comparison of the energy dependence of ТА (J /'Р) in Figs. 3 and 7 and of ТА (ф) in Figs. 4 
and 8 in the low-energy regime of [р ;S R A . In Figs. 7 and 8 nuclear transparency is flat 
versus energy v, whereas in Figs. 3 and 4 nuclear transparency exhibits а growth, which is 
а contribution from the off-diagonal transitions to the СТ effect. For the same reason, the 
Q2-dependence of TA (V(1S» in the regime of developed ISI. at high energies is weaker in the 
Glauber approximation, cf. Figs. 7, 8 and Figs. 3, 4, which is ап evidence for importance 
of the off-diagonal transitions also in the ISI. The difference between the full CCMST and 
Glauber approximation is еуеп stronger in the case of the 2S states. Here the Glauber model 
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Fig. 7. Тhe same as Fig. 2, but in the G1auber approximation as described in the text. Тhe dipo1e 
cross section ofEq. (19) is used 

substantially underestimates the СТ effects, most notably the preasymptotic growth of ТА ('1") 
with energy and the Q2-dep"endence at high energies. 

The high-energy region where the curves presented in Figs. 2 and 3 Ьесоте flat сопеsропds 
to the regime when the transverse interquark distance is frozen during propagation of the 
qij fluctuation of the virtual photon through target nucleus. At the same time this is the 
regime of the developed ISI. In order to illustrate the energy dependence of the strength of 
ISI, in Fig. 9 we show the ratio of nuclear transparency obtained with the ISI excluded, i.e., 
putting (hISil'Y*) = О in the decomposition (3), to nuclear transparency computed with full 
allowance for both ISI and FSI. As опе сап see, neglecting the ISI leads to а systematic 
overestimate of nuclear transparency for 13 states. For 23 vector mesons а more complicated 
interplay of the ISI and FSI effects takes place at lower energies. After the energy upgrade, 
the virtual photon епещу v '" 5-8 GeV will Ьесоте feasible in experiments at CEBAF. 
Fig. 9 shows that evaluations оfТА(Ф) and ТА(Ф') carried out in [8] neglecting the ISI have 
the accuracy about 20-30%. 1"he interpretation of the higher energy data from the HERA
HERMES experiment requires the full allowance for ISI. Still another slight difference between 
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Fig. 8. Тhe same as Fig. 3, but in the аlаиЬег approximation as described in the text. 
Тhe dipole cross section of Eq. (19) has Ьееп used 

the present calculations and those in Ref. [8] is in the parameterization of the dipole cross section. In [8] we parameterized the dipole cross section as а(р) = ао [1-ехр(-р2J.m)] , which reproduces well the gross features of the cross section of the model of Eq. (19). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We presented а consistent theory of coherency effects in initial and final state interaction effects for virtual photoproduction of vector mesons off nuclei. ТЬе relative role of nuclear filtering and of the off-diagonal coherent rescatterings in the ISI and FSI for the onset of colour transparency effects is elucidated. ТЬе onset of ISI with the increasing energy of the photon is shown to Ьауе а very strong impact оп nuclear transparency and оп the onset of colour transparencyeffects. For the light vector mesons, the onset o[lSI takes place in the kinematical domain ofthe HERA-HERMES experiment, for the charmonium states the interesting energy dependence of nuclear transparency takes place in the kinematical domain of the GSI-ENC. 
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Fig. 9. The ratio of nuclear transparencies for incoherent production of the J /'1', '1", ф, and 
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The dipole cross section of Eq. (19) has Ьееп used 
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